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BACKROUND
World population is expected to reach 9 billion in 2050 and food requirement will
be increased proportionally. Wheat production must be increased by 60-100% to
meet the demand in 2050. However, in the Mediterranean (MED) region arable
lands decreased from 0.38 ha person to 0.23 between 1970 and 2000 with a projected decline to 0.15 ha per person by 2050. At the same time, agriculture is a
major economic sector in terms of its capacity to generate employment and
income for a large fraction of the MED population. In most southern MED countries
(Morocco, Egypt, Turkey, and Tunisia), it is already providing employment for 20 to
30% of the population. With appropriate improvement practices, this potential can
be exploited with substantial economic effect. However, food production of MED
region is not enough to sustain its domestic population, despite having suitable
climate and land. Most countries in MED region import agricultural crops. MED
countries share serious challenges related to geographical and physical features,
that decreases agricultural productivity as a result of climate change. The challenges can be listed as the following:

Challenges

Climate change causing an
adverse effect on the arable land.
Sustainability in the region is limited due to
several reason such as rudimentary greenhouse
technologies and cultivation techniques.
Circular recovery is insufficient and almost zero
in the MED region.
Pest and pathogen control methods are
environmentally hazardous, not efficient
enough and non-precise.

Growers unconsciously use and exploit the
resources.

Solution

SusMedHouse project will provide
significant contributions to overcoming the above mentioned problems
by combining hi-tech artificial intelligence with innovative greenhouse
applications.
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SusMedHouse concept is mainly
driven by the aim of boosting greenhouse efficiency while preserving soil,
water, and energy with novel approaches. These approaches will be
tailored and optimized for SusMedHouse i.e. mainly for the Mediterranean region based on growers’
needs and environmental conditions
of the region. Four cultivation methods, namely, conventional, aquaponic, hydroponic, and Agro PV will
be implemented on separate benches of SusMedHouse in order to examine the effect of cultivation method
on the greenhouse efficiency and
preservation of resources.

Increase greenhouse production
quantity and quality by boosting
overall efficiency by at least 20%.
Develop new safer methods for pest
and pathogen management.
Efficient resource usage by optimising
especially energy, soil and water
resources.
Prevent eutrophication.
Contribute to circular economy in
agriculture, providing sustainability.
Create fully automated eco-friendly
greenhouses with less intensive
hand-labour.
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Development and
Integration of PV Solutions
Özal Emre Özdemir

Fraunhofer ISE
The greenhouse structure and PV system design related parameters were defined during the first phase of the project. In that context, the location and
orientation, gutter height and the shape of the greenhouse were the main
parameters regarding the greenhouse structure. The effects of those parameters on light availability and uniformity in a PV integrated greenhouse were
detailed before the construction of the demo greenhouse and discussions are
going on with project partners for the exact decisions.
On the other hand, the PV technology, the cover ratio of PV panels on the
roof and the PV system and pattern design were defined as main points
regarding the PV system design.
After the decision of exact structure and location of the greenhouse is
reached, the calculations and simulations will be made for the PV integrated
greenhouse in order to analyze the behavior of shade, the light availability
and uniformity inside of the greenhouse and to find the optimal PV system
design for the crop production and energy generation.
One of the important points of the project is to find the optimum trade-off
between the artificial lighting system and the PV cover ratio. There is a consensus in the literature that 30% of the cover ratio should not be exceeded to
avoid harming the crop production considerably due to the excessive shade.
However, in our system, the lack of light could be compensated by the artificial lighting system. The main issue here is to determine the break-even point
between the increase of energy consumption of artificial lighting and the
energy generation of the PV system in case of the exceeding 30% cover ratio.
This issue will be carried with ARTECS in the next steps of the project.

Development and Integration
of Solar Control
and Low-E Coatings
Christina Hildebrandt

Fraunhofer ISE
Plants only effectively use a portion of the radiation energy coming from sun.
The photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) is defined as the radiation that the
plants require. This band range is 400nm-700nm of the solar spectrum.
The role of the Coatings Group from the Fraunhofer ISE is to investigate and
evaluate optically functional materials and coatings for a Mediterranean
greenhouse. These include: solar control coatings which reduce the amount of
solar radiation whilst maintaining optimal PAR radiation exposure to the plants;
thermal control coatings (or “low-E”) which exhibit low emission in the infra-red
(high reflectance) to minimize the radiative heat-transfer and primarily to
maintain a warmer interior-environment with cool, winter temperatures.
In the first 6 months this sub-task was two-fold: Firstly, to investigate and then
characterize what was available on the market. So far we have measured the
optical properties of commercially available solar control coatings, designed
for buildings. The samples are also under going test in a climate chamber to
assess their usability in a greenhouse environment.
Secondly, to deposit our own coating system onto the standard greenhouse
material. The low-E and solar control coatings, developed at the Fraunhofer
ISE are thin film coatings deposited by a physical vapor deposition process
(magnetron sputtering). The thin film coatings are multilayer coatings based
on thin silver layers and transparent ceramic layers. To improve the coating
durability the sputter coating system is then capped with a protective lacquer.
These have been applied to both low-density polyethylene greenhouse roof
films and polycarbonate greenhouse walling. The optical properties of the
coated material as a function of time in the climate chamber are currently
being monitored. The figure shows transmission spectra of uncoated, PVD
coated and PVD coated + lacquer system on the polycarbonate walling.
40 m² of the prototype greenhouse will use solar control coatings.

Automated Integrated
Biosensors System
Teofilo Diez-Caballero

Wola
Water Online Analysis Europe S.L. (WOLA) is the leader of the WORKPACKAGE
3, the main objective of the task is the development of the Greenhouse automation system and sensor network.
The Automated System for Integrated Biosensors called ASIB, has four biosensors to measure different parameters for water irrigation. Those parameters are
the Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), toxicity, microbial counting and general parameters of the water (pH, temperature, electro conductivity, chloride,
turbidity, etc...).
To integrate the sensors into the Greenhouse automation system, an actual
version of the interface and software of the ASIB is being developed. We are
working with AR&TeCS to integrate the outputs of the ASIB in the AI and Control System.
The first hardware design of the ASIB (Task 3.3) is almost completed. There are
some components like transducers that are left to be selected.
Progress has been made in the development of the BOD biosensors (Task 3.5).
The hardware mounting is in the initial phase (Eng. Ricardo Gómez- Aldaraví
and Daniel Martinez Salinas) and the software of the BOD biosensor is in process (Eng. Ignacio Perez Mahiques).
For the next period we are planning to develop the toxicity and the Microorganism quantification Biosensors
The time period for the BOD Biosensor up to now has been three months.

Optimization of Growing
conditions with AI
SEDANUR TORAMAN

Artecs
To carry out the optimization of the growing conditions using AI based ……
(PSO) model and image processing, the greenhouse test cabin design and
construction were defined during first steps of the actual building. After conformation of the system, 10 cabins and 1 room for control automation purposes
have been produced and assembled in AR-TeCS (Ankara) environment for
testing and development trials. Automated sensor network and all required
cables have been deployed inside of the system, and module tests has been
started as well.
Temperature and Humidity sensors were arranged inside of the cabins for precious data retrieval and environment conditions control. One of the cabins will
have oxygen and carbon dioxide sensors for analyzing and scrutinizing purposes. For each cabin EC and pH values will be installed, while particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm will change these rates on daily basis for plant
growth audience.
Image dataset of plants will be collected from entire cabins for machine learning algorithm to discern and follow general steps of plant growth and their
status.
For plant growth, a designed grow led system having optimal light composition is installed in each cabin. The LED power in each cabin has the ability to
reach ~450 W, and dimmable to ~100 W. This is intended to grow different
plant species and varieties with different lighting power needs.
It is supposed that we will be able to start the optimization test in 15 days with
using all subsystem capabilities .

Efficient, Eco-Friendly, Sustainable Mediterranean Greenhouse Integrated with Artificial
Intelligence, Hi-Tech Automation and Control
System.
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